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Despite the relative simplicity of homonuclear diatomic molecules, the bonding nature of dicarbon, C$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${}_{2}$$\end{document}$, has long been a topic of debate. This discussion has been driven by recent advances in computational methods, with various studies suggesting the carbon--carbon bond may have a bond order of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$4$$\end{document}$, with the latter from ab-initio studies^[@CR1]^. Standard qualitative theories predict different values for the dicarbon bond order^[@CR2],[@CR3]^. From a simple Lewis electron-pair repulsion description, the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$s{p}^{1}$$\end{document}$ hybridisation to predict a triple bond between the carbons. However, if molecular orbital (MO) theory is used, a ground-state valence electron configuration for C$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${({\sigma }_{2s})}^{2}{({\sigma }_{2s}^{* })}^{2}{({\pi }_{2p})}^{4}$$\end{document}$ is predicted, yielding a bond order of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sigma$$\end{document}$ bond.

From an ab-initio approach, standard Hartree--Fock-based calculations support a dicarbon double bond; however, more advanced theoretical studies have suggested that the C--C bond may be better described by a higher bond order^[@CR5]--[@CR8]^. A recent high-level full configuration--interaction calculation, combined with valence bond (VB) theory, identified four distinct contributions to the bonding in C$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$2\times \pi$$\end{document}$ bonds, plus an interaction between the outward pointing $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$s{p}^{1}$$\end{document}$ orbitals has since been calculated at various levels of theory and is estimated to contribute \~50--80 k mol^−1[@CR1],[@CR5],[@CR9],[@CR10]^. This high bond-order model is further supported by a subsequent quantum chemistry calculation, which found higher magnetic shielding in C$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${}_{2}$$\end{document}$, supporting a bulkier C--C bond^[@CR11]^. However, not all of the recent studies are in agreement, with some research preferring the notion of a double^[@CR12]^, triple^[@CR3]^, or quasi double--triple^[@CR13]^ bond, whereas other studies note that the theoretical approaches are not sufficient to definitively discern between the different bonding models^[@CR14]--[@CR16]^.

Despite advances in spectroscopic techniques, experimental studies have not been able to confirm any of the suggested bonding structures, with the majority of the debate currently driven by the results of ab-initio calculations^[@CR2]^. Due to the highly reactive nature of C$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${}_{2}$$\end{document}$, most experimental studies involve flame-emission^[@CR17]--[@CR20]^ or plasma-discharge^[@CR21],[@CR22]^ spectroscopy. These studies support a bond order between 2 and 3, with a measured C--C bond length of 1.243 Å, longer then a typical alkyne triple bond, but shorter then a typical alkene double bond^[@CR19]^. Likewise, a measured C--C bond dissociation energy of 602 kJ mol^−1^, as well as a calculated bond restoring force of 12 N^[@CR14]^, also lie between double and triple bond limits^[@CR23]^.
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                \begin{document}$${}_{2}^{-}$$\end{document}$ is stable, photoelectron spectroscopy may be used to probe the reactive C$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${}_{2}$$\end{document}$ neutral molecule^[@CR24],[@CR25]^. The first dicarbon photoelectron experiment was performed by Ervin et al.^[@CR24]^, on C$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${}_{2}^{-}$$\end{document}$ anions produced in an O^−^/HCCH afterglow ion source. This source produced hot anions, with multiple hot bands present in the spectrum, and defined an accurate value for the electron affinity of C$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${}_{2}$$\end{document}$, in a single wavelength measurement at 264 nm (as part of a larger study, employing time-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy to examine transitions from excited anion states). This study provided the first experimental anisotropy measurement of photodetachment from the C$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In this work, the photoelectron spectrum of C$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${}_{2}^{-}$$\end{document}$ is revisited using a high-resolution photoelectron imaging (HR-PEI) spectrometer. Although it is now well established that the photoelectron angular distributions indicate the character of the relevant molecular anion orbitals^[@CR27]^, electric dipole selection rules also influence the electron anisotropy via the character of the final neutral states, providing insight to understand the nature of the bonding between carbon atoms in C$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$1{\pi }_{{\mathrm{u}}}$$\end{document}$) orbitals, suggesting that the dominant contribution to the dicarbon bonding involves a double-bonded configuration, with 2$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Results and Discussion {#Sec2}
======================

Theoretical discrepancies {#Sec3}
-------------------------

The simple idea of a bond order, defined as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\frac{{\mathrm{Bonding}}\ {\mathrm{electrons}}-{\mathrm{Antibonding}}\ {\mathrm{electrons}}}{2}$$\end{document}$$is often a useful way for chemists to describe the bonding nature in molecules. However, this can be an oversimplification in systems where the contribution from different bonding/anti-bonding electrons are unequal. Furthermore, the concept breaks down entirely in systems, which are intrinsically multi-reference in nature. Thus, when discussing the bonding in a molecule as subtle as C$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${}_{2}$$\end{document}$, it is important to keep in mind that there are multiple configurations all contributing to the overall state.

Ab-initio descriptions of the bonding are also complicated by the multi-reference nature of C$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$3{\sigma }_{\mathrm{g}}$$\end{document}$ molecular orbitals, responsible for the numerous low-lying excited electronic states of C$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$2{\sigma }_{{\mathrm{u}}}^{* }$$\end{document}$ orbital, which is predicted to be a very weakly anti-bonding orbital^[@CR1],[@CR28]^. To account for this behaviour, an alternative orbital scheme has been proposed, involving hybridisation of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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To visualise the differences between these possible bonding pictures, ab-initio calculations were performed in this work using NWChem^[@CR29]^ and Q-Chem^[@CR30]^ software. Most standard methods for approximately solving the Schrödinger equation for molecules are based on Hartree--Fock \[or self-consistent field (SCF)\] theory, utilising a mean-field approximation. However, for molecules with quasi-degenerate or low-lying excited states, a multiconfigurational complete active space (CASSCF) approach may be required. This approach accounts for states that are a linear combination of several quasi-degenerate configurations, allowing for non-integer orbital occupation numbers.
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High-resolution photoelectron imaging {#Sec4}
-------------------------------------

To investigate the uncertainty regarding the bonding nature of dicarbon, photoelectron spectra of C$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} confirms that photodetachment from vibrationally hot anions yielding C$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Bonding insights from the anisotropy {#Sec5}
------------------------------------

The angular distribution of the photoelectrons, as measured by the VMI lens, is typically not isotropic and is related to the character of the parent anion molecular orbital. For detachment using linearly polarised light, the differential cross-section is given by$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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A qualitative description of the anisotropy parameter may be determined by visual inspection of the velocity-map image in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}. Noticeably, the two electronic transitions have different photoelectron angular distributions, with the electrons from detachment to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The measured anisotropy parameters are directly related to the interference of detachment partial waves by the well-known Cooper--Zare anisotropy formula, applicable for a central potential,$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Each of the bonding schemes, double, triple and quadruple, may be compared with the above limits to deduce which one best aligns with the orbital information gained from the present experimental measurements. The double-bonded structure suggested by the MO diagram in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}b predicts that the C$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Ab-initio calculations give a complete multi-configuration picture, with the possibility of many different configurations contributing to the overall state. In this work the experimental photoelectron angular distribution decomposes the detachment orbital as a linear combination of atomic-like orbitals ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Methods {#Sec6}
=======

High-resolution photoelectron imaging spectrometer {#Sec7}
--------------------------------------------------

A velocity-map imaging lens, a modified version of the original concept of Eppink and Parker^[@CR44]^, is incorporated co-axially into a fast-beam spectrometer. Details of the apparatus are given in refs. ^[@CR39],[@CR45]^. Dicarbon anions C$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sim\! 2$$\end{document}$ mm^3^ volume at the interaction region, where an electrostatic gate selects the mass packet of interest. This ion packet is crossed with a detachment laser beam, generated from a Continuum Powerlite 9010 Nd:YAG laser, operated at its third harmonic, 355 nm. The laser produces between 20 and 50 mJ per pulse at 10 Hz, measured near the interaction region. A Continuum Sunlite EX OPO combined with an FX-Doubler was used to produce wavelengths at 295, 300, 305, 315 and 325 nm, with laser powers of 2--10 mJ. The precise wavelength of the laser light is measured using a wavemeter (HighFinesse WS7 UV), giving calibrated wavelengths of 289.612(1), 299.593(1), 304.596(1), 314.581(1), 324.548(1) and 354.8071(9) nm.

Photodetached electrons are velocity mapped to a 75 mm diameter MCP/phosphor screen detector (Burle), which is imaged by a $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Image analysis {#Sec8}
--------------

An image of the velocity-mapped photodetached electrons at the detector is then obtained through binning of the centroided electron-event positions into a rectangular pixel-grid image, of arbitrary pixel number, based on signal-to-noise ratio. The velocity-map image is centred and then circularised by an angular-dependent radial scaling determined by comparing adjacent radial slice intensity profiles^[@CR47]^. An inverse Abel transformation of the VMI, based on the algorithm of Hansen and Law^[@CR48],[@CR49]^, returns a slice image of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Absolute energy calibration of the photoelectron spectra is achieved using published measurements of species, including O^−[@CR45]^ and O$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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